
Award winning author of George’s Secret Key to the Universe series of 
books is challenging you to imagine the future as part of a competition in 
the lead up to World Space Week.  Winning entries will receive a copy of 
Lucy’s latest book and have an opportunity to have their work shared across 
the UK. 
 
Be creative and imagination and help us think about the science of the future.  
Entries should be returned to Lauren Bennett, RHCB, 61-63 Uxbridge Road, 
London, W5 5SA by 21st September 2013 to be considered for the prize.  

In the future, we may all be able to have our own personal robots. Some of these robots already do tasks like 
the vacuuming,  tidying up, medical operations, flying planes, driving cars, caring for people, cutting hair.  

 

 
A robot has just gone to the International Space Station as a companion to the astronauts.  If you were to 
have a robot as a friend, what would your robot look like?

Draw your robot friend here.

If robots had feelings, would you send them into 
dangerous or difficult situations?

WHAt tASKS WoULd yoU Let A RoBot do foR yoU?     WHAt tASKS WoULd yoU not Let it do?

yeS  n         no  n



the Sun
We sometimes take the Sun for granted – even when we can’t see it, it is 
essential to our existence.

Can you create a postcard sized story or picture showing how important the Sun 
is to our world?

Create a story or a poem using a starter sentence such as:

The Sun disappeared from the sky ….

                The Sun was behaving oddly …

      Our Sun, a middle aged star ….



Moon Cities
 
Can you imagine a way for science to build a city on the Moon or Mars? Can you draw a picture or write 
about what life on the Moon or Mars  might look like for a human being? Hints:  travel, food, water, 
buildings, transport, breathing, keeping warm, dangers, leisure, hobbies.
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

imagination & Science
Different scientists start by imagining ways of solving problems – Nathan Myrvold, for
example, imagined solving global warming with a huge reflector which would reflect some
of the sun’s heat away from the Earth.  Other scientists have imagined space ships which can travel 
for years without rockets by being pushed by the light of the sun, or by the artificial light produced by 
enormous lasers.   There are some big challenges and problems to consider.  For example, 6.14 million 
metric tons of garbage enters the ocean each year, which is very dangerous for fish, dolphins and baby 
whales. Cars and trucks produce 314 million metric tons of pollution per year.
 
If you were a scientist - what problem would you want to solve and how would you imagine it could be 
done? Draw a picture or write about of something you might invent to clean up the oceans, a new way to 
travel or another problem that you would solve through science?


